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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a double-talk-robust echo canceller using a

smoothed-coefficient filter (SCF). The SCF’s tap coefficients are ob-

tained by smoothing those of a pilot adaptive filter (PAF) for better

accuracy and stability. The smoothing time constant is controlled by

comparing mean squared high-pass errors of the SCF and the PAF.

The high-pass filters enable precise control of the SCF by eliminat-

ing low frequency components of the near-end signal which cause

comparison errors. Simulation results in a hands-free talk scenario

demonstrate that the proposed echo canceller achieves robust echo

cancellation even in severe double-talk periods.

Index Terms— Echo cancellation, Adaptive filters, Speech en-

hancement, Acoustic signal processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

In an acoustic echo canceller, double-talk control is an important

function [1, 2]. If the control fails, the tap coefficients of the adaptive

filter may be perturbed by the near-end signal, sometimes resulting

in a howling or screaming noise.

For the double-talk robustness, echo cancellers using a pilot

adaptive filter (PAF) and a main filter with copied tap coefficients

have been proposed [3, 4, 5]. They detect double-talk periods based

on the mean squared errors (MSEs) of the PAF and the copied-

coefficient filter (CCF). When the MSE of the PAF is smaller than

that of the CCF, which is considered as a single-talk state, the PAF’s

coefficients are copied to the CCF. In case of double talk, the MSE

of the PAF is larger than that of the CCF. This means that the

PAF’s coefficients have large errors, therefore, the CCF holds its tap

coefficients, resulting in double-talk robustness.

However, the performance of the echo cancellers using the CCF

deeply depends on the double-talk detector. Just one wrong copy

during a double-talk period causes fatal degradation of the echo can-

cellation performance. Therefore, the echo cancellers using the CCF

can not track echo-path changes during double-talk periods.

The double-talk detection method itself has a problem that the

comparison results of the MSEs are not so reliable as expected.

Especially, when the near-end signal includes large low-frequency

components, the high short-term autocorrelation in the near-end

signal may make the magnitude relation of the MSEs reversed

frequently even after the PAF has converged, resulting in false

double-talk detection.

This paper proposes a new echo canceller structure using a

smoothed coefficient filter (SCF) with adaptive time constant con-

trolled by high-pass errors. The coefficient smoothing can continu-

ously control the robustness against the false double-talk detection,

and enables tracking to the echo-path changes during double-talk

periods. It also increases the reliability of MSE comparison results.

The high-pass errors have less low frequency components, leading

to more accurate double-talk detection. The robust structure with the

accurate double-talk detection achieves desirable echo cancellation

in double-talk periods.

2. CONVENTIONAL ECHO CANCELLER WITH

COPIED-COEFFICIENT FILTER

An echo canceller using a CCF shown in Fig. 1 is mathematically

described as:

X(k) ≡ [x(k), x(k − 1), ..., x(k−N+1)]T , (1)

yPAF(k) = W
T

PAF(k)X(k), (2)

yCCF(k) = W
T

CCF(k) X(k), (3)

ePAF(k) = d(k) − yPAF(k), (4)

eCCF(k) = d(k) − yCCF(k), (5)

where k is the time index, and X(k) is the input signal vector con-

sisting of the far-end signal samples x(k). d(k) is the microphone

signal consisting of the echo and the near-end signal. yPAF(k),

yCCF(k), ePAF(k), and eCCF(k) are the output signals and the out-

put errors of the PAF and the CCF, respectively. WPAF(k) and

WCCF(k) are the N -tap coefficient vectors in the PAF and the CCF,

respectively.

When the normalized least-mean-squares algorithm is used, its

tap-coefficient update is expressed as follows:

WPAF(k + 1) = WPAF(k)

+αePAF(k)X(k) [XT (k)X(k) + δ]−1
, (6)

where α is the global stepsize which dominates tracking speed, and

the final error. A small positive number δ is for regularization.

Update of the CCF is performed as follows.

WCCF(k + 1) =

�
WPAF(k) If Single Talk

WCCF(k) If Double Talk
. (7)

The detection of single talk or double talk is based on comparison of

the MSEs.

MSEPAF(k) = γ e
2

PAF(k) + (1 − γ) MSEPAF(k−1), (8)

MSECCF(k) = γ e
2

CCF(k) + (1 − γ) MSECCF(k−1), (9)

where γ is a coefficient to determine the time constant for averaging

squared errors.

In Ochiai’s structure, double-talk periods are detected based on

the theory that the expectations of MSEPAF and MSECCF change

their magnitude relation when MSEPAF converged to the floor deter-

mined by the near-end signal. In case of a single talk, MSEPAF still

does not reach the floor, therefore, it is smaller than MSECCF. On

the other hand, during a double-talk period, MSECCF is smaller than

MSEPAF. When a single-talk period is detected, WPAF is copied to

WCCF , and when with a detection of double talk, the CCF holds its
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Fig. 1. Echo Canceller Using CCF.

coefficients. This structure, which was proposed for line echo can-

cellation, can not be directly applied for acoustic echo cancellation,

because it is very sensitive to false single-talk detections. Just one

wrong copy during a double-talk period causes fatal degradation of

the echo cancellation performance. When an echo-path change is

detected during a double-talk period, WPAF are already perturbed by

the near-end signal. If WPAF are copied to the CCF, WCCF will have

large errors, resulting in awful echo or a howling in the worst case.

Therefore, tracking to the echo-path changes during double-talk pe-

riods is almost impossible.

Haneda et al. proposed an improved structure with a sophis-

ticated copy control algorithm for acoustic echo cancellation, al-

though its details are not disclosed [4]. The copy control algorithm

is very conservative, because even when detection of echo-path

change is delayed, WCCF can immediately catch up with WPAF [6].

Haneda’s structure has shown good performance in most conditions,

however, the conservative copy control could cause slow tracking.

There is another problem in the double-talk detection method

based on MSE comparison. Just the comparison of the MSEs is

not reliable, and false double-talk detections occur frequently. Es-

pecially, when the near-end signal is loud speech or low-frequency

noise, it has a high short-term autocorrelation due to the low fre-

quency components or the periodical components. The high auto-

correlation causes a bias which makes MSEPAF smaller [7]. Because

the difference of the MSEs is very small, magnitude relation of the

MSEs may be reversed, and a false double-talk detection may occur.

Even an improved detection method [5] is directly influenced by the

high short-term autocorrelation.

3. PROPOSED ECHO CANCELLER

The proposed echo canceller shown in Fig. 2 uses a SCF with adap-

tive time constant. The SCF is a main filter with tap coefficients

smoothed by low-pass filters (LPFs) from the PAF’s coefficients.

The time constant for smoothing in the LPFs is controlled based on

the comparison results between the MSEs of the SCF and the PAF.

The MSEs are calculated from high-pass errors.

The LPFs for coefficient smoothing are realized by infinite im-

pulse response (IIR) filters, and the MSE of the SCF is calculated as

follows:

WSCF(k + 1) = η(k) WPAF(k) + {1 − η(k)}WSCF(k), (10)

= η(k) {WPAF(k)−WSCF(k)} + WSCF(k),(11)

MSESCF(k) = γ e
2

SCF(k) + (1−γ) MSESCF(k−1), (12)
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Fig. 2. Proposed Echo Canceller.
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where η(k) is a forgetting factor to determine the time constant of

coefficient smoothing. The time constant in the SCF is controlled in

a simple way based on the MSE comparison between the PAF and

the SCF as follows:

η(k) =

8><>: η1 If MSESCF(k) > MSEPAF(k)
: Single Talk

η2 If MSESCF(k) ≤ MSEPAF(k)
: Double Talk

(13)

In this paper only the time constant is controlled to show the prefer-

able behavior of the SCF, however, for a better convergence behav-

ior, the stepsize α can also be controlled.

For the high-pass filters (HPFs) to calculate the MSEs, any high-

pass/low-cut functions do the job. In this paper, the following trans-

fer function is used:

HPF (z) = 1 − 2 z
−1 + z

−2
. (14)

3.1. Features of SCF

Figure 3 shows typical convergence curves of the MSEs for a PAF, a

CCF, and an SCF. The smoothing in the SCF leads to less variance,

which means more correct tap coefficients as far as the tap coeffi-

cients identified by the PAF is unbiased [8]. 1

When the SCF is used with a double-talk controller based on the

MSE comparison, the advantages over the CCF are as follows:

1This is reasonable because the adaptation algorithms can be interpreted
as IIR LPFs with time varying smoothing time constant comprising of the in-

put signal components [9]. In the proposed echo canceller, the additional IIR
LPFs are located outside of the adaptation loop, therefore, it has no stability

problem like [10, 11].
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1. By appropriate setting of η1 and η2, the influence on the SCF

by a false double-talk control can be much smaller than that

on the CCF. Actually, the CCF can be considered as a special

case of SCF with η1 = 1.0 and η2 = 0.0.

2. By appropriate setting of η2, the SCF can track the echo-path

changes even in double-talk periods.

3. During PAF’s convergence, group delay caused by the

smoothing IIR filter can be much longer than that with copy-

ing. The long group delay increases the MSE difference.

(Fig. 3)

4. After the PAF’s convergence, the MSE difference is larger be-

cause the SCF’s tap coefficients have significantly less vari-

ance. (Fig. 3)

5. The large MSE difference leads to stable comparison results

and reliable double-talk detection. Therefore, a simple con-

trol method achieves sufficiently good echo cancellation.

The increase of computations with the SCF is affordable for the latest

signal processors. When WSCF is updated by (11), the additional

computations by an SCF compared to a CCF are approximately N

multiplications and 2N additions.

3.2. Effectiveness of High-Pass Filters

High-pass filters to obtain MSEs remove the low-frequency compo-

nents which dominate the short-term autocorrelation of the near-end

signal. Although the MSEs of the high-pass errors are smaller than

those without the high-pass filters, the bias in the PAF’s MSE caused

by the short-term autocorrelation of the near-end signal is more re-

duced. Therefore, magnitude relation (comparison result) becomes

more stable, and the false double-talk detections are reduced.

4. SIMULATIONS

Simulations to evaluate the proposed echo canceller have been per-

formed assuming acoustic echo cancellation for hands-free phones.

Artificial environments were used for visibility of the simulation re-

sults.

4.1. Double-Talk Robustness

To demonstrate the echo cancellation performance in double-talk pe-

riods, the true echo return loss enhancement (TERLE) defined by the

following equation was measured for the CCF in the conventional

echo canceller (hereinafter “CCF”), the PAF and the SCF in the pro-

posed echo canceller (hereinafter “PAF” and “SCF”).

TERLE(k) = −10 log
10

(
[e(k) − n(k)]2

[d(k) − n(k)]2

)
, (15)

where n(k) is the near-end signal, and [·] is averaging over 200 sam-

ples.

The signals in an environment with severe double talk and echo-

path changes were generated from white Gaussian noises. The far-

end signal had a constant amplitude, and the echo paths were se-

lected so that the echo level was also constant. The near-end signal

was a burst noise with variable levels, which imitates the bursty char-

acteristics of the near-end speech. The number of tap coefficients,

N , was 270, and the sampling rate was 8 kHz. Echo-to-near-end-

signal ratio was about 0dB during the severe double talk periods.

Other parameters were: α = 0.4, η1 = 0.0005, η2 = 0.00002,

γ = 0.001, and δ = 0.00001. The double-talk detector for the copy

controller in the CCF expressed by (7) used the same criterion as in

(13) because the details of the controller is not disclosed in [4].

Single Talk : If MSECCF > MSEPAF,

Double Talk : If MSECCF ≤ MSEPAF. (16)

This is not fair in terms of double-talk robustness comparison, how-

ever, the author thinks that the simulations are fair to show the diffi-

culty of the copy controller and superiority of the SCF over the CCF.

TERLEs for the PAF, CCF, and SCF, and MSE differences are

shown in Fig. 4. For the TERLEs, a higher value is desired. As for

the MSE differences, a single-talk period is detected when a MSE

difference is higher than 0. Ideally, a single-talk period should be

detected only when the echo-path changes or when the noise level

sufficiently decreases.

At first, there is almost no difference. However, the CCF shows

slow convergence at 1× 104th samples due to a false double-talk

detection. In the 1st double-talk period from 3×104 th sample to 6×
104th sample, the near-end signal increased to imitate a double talk.

The PAF was perturbed by the large near-end signal, and its TERLE

decreases. The CCF failed at detecting the double talk, resulting

in decrease of TERLE. On the other hand, the SCF succeeded at

double-talk detection, and appropriately reduced the smoothing time

constant, therefore, obtained a TERLE of 15 dB, which is 20 dB

better than that by the PAF.

After the 1st double-talk period, from 6×104th sample to 9×
104th sample, the near-end signal decreased by 40 dB. The PAF im-

mediately updated its tap coefficients. The CCF again failed at de-

tecting the convergence condition, and could not update the CCF tap

coefficients. The SCF had a delay at detecting the convergence con-

dition, however, at the moment when the MSE of the PAF exceeded

that of the SCF, the SCF began to follow the PAF by setting η(k) to

a large value η1. After the PAF converged, η(k) was again set to a

small value η2 for accurate tap coefficients.

From 9×104th sample to 20×104th sample, the near-end signal

level varied. In all the conditions, the SCF keeps the highest TERLE.

At 20×104th sample, echo path changed with small near-end signal.

All the methods detecded the change, and showed fast tracking to

the echo-path change. The SCF was the slowest, however, the delay

was not significantly audible.
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In the 5th double-talk period from 27×104 th sample to 35×104th

sample, at 28×104 th sample, the echo path changed again. The PAF

converged to a low TERLE due to the double talk. The CCF could

not update its tap coefficients. However, the SCF tracked the echo-

path change. The convergence curve is comparable to that with a

PAF with a stepsize of 0.02. It is not so fast, however, is a best effort

for the simple control method.

4.2. Double-Talk Detection Performance

Simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness of the HPFs for

MSE calculation were also performed. Figure 5 shows the signal

waveforms and double-talk detection results of the proposed echo

canceller with and without the HPFs. The far-end signal was white

Gaussian noise, and the near-end signal was a sequence of speech.

Other parameters were the same as those in Sec. 4.1.

In Fig. 5, (a) shows the waveform of the microphone signal

which consists of the echo and the near-end speech, and (b) shows

only the near-end signal waveform. Ideally, the periods indicated by

arrows in (b) should be detected as double-talk periods. Figures 5(c)

and (d) show the detection results without and with the HPFs, respec-

tively. A high level indicates detected double talk, and a low level

means single talk. In the areas of ovals in (c), the double-talk periods

are misdetected as single talk periods. These false detections occur

when the near-end signal has large low frequency components or has

clear harmonic structure, which means a high autocorrelation. On

the other hand in (d), some of the false detections in (c) disappeared,

which is achieved by removing the low frequency components in the

HPFs.

It should be noted that this good double-talk detection perfor-

mance in the proposed echo canceller is achieved by just a simple

comparison of the MSEs. The proposed echo canceller can pro-

vide stable and reliable echo replica, which contributed to the sound

quality of the nonlinear echo canceller in [12]. In this paper, only

simple simulation results have been presented for visibility of the

figures, however, the proposed echo canceller works properly in the

real world with tough noises and distortion.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a new double-talk-robust echo canceller us-

ing a SCF with an adaptive time constant controlled by high-pass

errors. The SCF’s tap coefficients are obtained by smoothing those

of a PAF for better accuracy and stability. The smoothing time con-

stant is controlled by comparing mean squared high-pass errors of

the SCF and the PAF. The high-pass filters enable precise control of

the SCF by eliminating low frequency components of the near-end

signal which cause false double-talk detection. Simulation results in

a hands-free talk scenario have demonstrated that the proposed echo

canceller achieves robust echo cancellation even in a severe double-

talk condition.
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